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About This Game

Drunkn Bar Fight on Halloween is holiday themed snippet of the VR game Drunkn Bar Fight. This Halloween version is only
one level\bar without multiplayer. We have added a few new weapons to help you stave off the zombie horde.

Drunkn Bar Fight is a simple, immersive, silly, rowdy party game. Take turns throwing bottles, darts, chairs, tip jars or anything
else you can get your hands on at opponents. Or use those same items to smash the other patrons to the floor and then toss them

through plate glass window. Enjoy performing socially unacceptable behavior without the resulting obligatory visits to the
hospital, jail and courts. The only limits to the mayhem is your imagination and your moral decency.
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Franchise:
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Release Date: 1 Oct, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: i5 3.3 Ghz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space
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This game is bad and you should feel bad. Be warned AMD Vega 64 users game will constantly switch to a black screen every
few minutes. Do some research and you find its been a common issue for some time.. NEW (5.1.2015):

Okay now that there where some updates i can fully recommend the game.
Altough there are still some bugs the content has multiplied by at least 5 and furthermore, the game has more gameplay recent
mechanics.

The performance has been increased beyond everything i would have imagined.
I can now run the game on full settings without lags or sth like that.
Also all the chunk bugs, are now as far as i can tell away.

I hope that the game will also run as fine in multiplayer since they added greater mobs.

OLD:

This game is full of potential and has the chance to become a great mix of minecraft, terraria and cubeworld.
But at this time in the early access states it is full of bugs.
Not minor bugs but major performance and game crash bugs.

I am able to play 40 minutes at best before it crashs,

while playing the game is very much fun but the often crashs and the huge amount of performance issues like

unloaded chunks. Memory leaks and undefined crashs make an end to the fun.

I will update this review with every patch because i belive it has a huge potential but at this time for me its unplayable.

FPS was okay as long as SSAO is turned of.

My system is an Alienware M11X R3
Processor: i7-2617M (2,6GhZ Turbo 1,5 GhZ)
Graphics: Geforce GT 540 M
RAM: 4 GB. This is just your average EMU (although we don't have a lot of American EMUs on Steam). It's easy to operate,
and is pretty much similar to any other EMU I have driven in my 1100 hours of Train Simulator.

But, if you have the New York - New Haven line, this EMU opens up the section to Grand Central Terminal. In addition, it
upgrades your Quick Drive so you can run stopping services which stop at every station along the way. Basically, you need this
if you want to fully enjoy New York - New Haven.. Don't. It has really bad 3d art.. Another great title from the people down at
Rusty Lake. I finished the game at around 6 hours with a bit more content worth poking around in. I would highly reccomend
this game to anyone who is a fan of the point and click ganre. If you are hesitent on picking up this game; play though the many
cube escape series also by Rusty Lake. Those games are free online flash games.. I like the game Star Ruler and the mechanics
special for this genre I saw in here for the first time, BUT this game has some great disadvanteages:

- The manual.
Does barely exists. Many options and mechanics of the game are not explained anywhere. What exactly does the "Upgrade hull"
button do? When are upgrades done if I uncheck autoupgrade? What does a upgrade intervall of "Every 0 levels" mean in
comparison to "Every 1 levels"? How many metal is used by an electronics fabric to produce one electronics?
The game gives you many choices but they are useless if you do not know anything about their consequences...

- The many crashes.
You already have one fleet? Don't create a new one via the short-key, it will crash the game. Same for adding ships to a fleet if
the fleet is too far away. Annoying.
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Cahors Sunset is an interactive story board with a choice of three decisions each month of a sixty odd year old man; each
desision you make affects various arrtibutes such as happiness weight, anxiety, social life etc. The aim of the game is to keep
your man alive as long as possible by keeping these attributs well balanced. I reckon the game a life of several play throughs
before it becomes a little boring. I've played for about 2.7 hours so far and have enjoyed it somewhat, but can't see me playing it
much except maybe for the odd five minures as a filler between other games.

It was only \u00a31.35, so for the time I enjoyed it was worth the money. If you want something different I will recommend it,
but if you don't like text based adventures don't bother. :)

The game could have had much more replayability if there had been more than one character to play through. Maybe the
developer will add more in the future.

If you are into online score tables you may enjoy trying to beat the top ten players. The age at which your character dies is
recorded there. My best score so far is 69 years 9 months old. The top 10 scores are between 74 years 3 months and 76 years.
you die when one of your attributes be it health, weight, social, anxiety, money, etc goes to zero. Whenever it's your birthday
from around the age of 67 onwards you lose several points from each attribute at each birthday, so mae sure you make the right
choices to survive and beat the top scores. :). Great fun and relaxing game !
Rate: 10\10. Skibbity bap skibbity boop +1 for boobs. I think game would be better with less stamina. Just enough for one
punch ;) Cos even you walk, you get tired..

After latest patch, devs got closer. Now you can throw two punches and get down.. I am sorry to write these but i am feeling
sorry for a could be great game... Nice, good, short and to the point. A platformer that you can enjoy in a lunch hour.. I CANT
EVEN DOOM HARD ENOUGH ANYMORE. Hi! As you see, I have few hours into PO so I can say few things about it. I
really want it to succeed, design and entire idea is amazing.

 THE GOOD
Entire idea is great, gameplay is unique due to WASD movement which actually WORKS very well here.
It's well optimized, smooth gameplay.
Amount of characters and their playstyle is good enough, I also like the progression in order to unlock them.

 THE COULD BE BETTER
There should be a better way of communication \/ announcements between the team and player.
Right now players have no idea what's going on with the game development, it's priorities, milestones, there is no clear roadmap.
Feedback at the discord channel is HUGE, there are a lot of needed improvements in the game, even despite it's early access
phase.
Simple things like "esc" closing inventory menu aren't implemented, every time you finish your coop with a friend - you have to
reinvite him etc. etc. - minor bugs, not game breaking, but making entire experience frustrating.
Characters development is a bit difficult to understand, some characters use intelligence, but their main damage dealing source
is "physical", which should be treated as an "element" thus benefiting from spell power. I believe that's overthinking in this
scenario. Some elements are not even used in game, like "cold".
There should be waves of mobs coming at player instead of few point at the map, where you begin an encounter. Encounters are
fine, but enemies should be all over the map before you'll get into the main fight within an encounter.

Overall I gave it a negative because I believe the price is not equal to the amount served. Right now this game is only a grind,
there is nothing really to do. It's a good game, promising and I hope I'll change my recommendation soon into positive. As of
now it's not that fun to play.
. Short little preview to Finding Paradise.
I recommend it since it is short otherwise it can get pretty boring since it is so slow-paced. But for a ~1 hour game it's ok.
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